For many programs, especially integer codes, untolerated load instruction latencies account for a significant portion of total execution time.
Introduction
Successful high-performance processor implementations require a high instruction completion rate. To achieve this goal, pipeline hazards must be minimized, allowing instructions to flow uninterrupted in the pipeline. Data hazards, an impediment to performance caused by instructions stalling for results from executing instructions, can be mmimized by reducing or tolerating functional unit Iatencies. In this paper, we focus on a pipeline optimization that reduces the latency of load instructions, resulting in fewer data hazards and better program performance.
There are many contributing factors to the latency of a load instruction. If a load hits in the data cache, the latency of the operation on many modern microprocessor architectures is 2 cycles: one cycle to compute the effective address of the load, and one cycle to access the data cache. If the load does not hit in the data cache, the latency Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association of Computing
Machinery.To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee andlor specific permission. ISCA '95, Santa Margherita Ligure Italy @ 1995 ACM 0-89791 -698 -0/95/0006 ...$3.50 is further increased by delays incurred with accessing lower levels of the data memory hierarchy, e.g., cache misses cmpage faults. The pipelined execution continues without interruption until the sub Instruction attempts to use the result of the previous load instruction.
1n a traditional 5-stage pipeline, a load instruction requires the EX stage for effective address calculation and the MEM stage for cache access. The result of the load operation is not available until the end of cycle 5 (assuming a single cycle cache access and the access hits in the data cache). This situation creates a data hazard on register rw, forcing the dependent sub instruction to stall one cycle. As a result, the EX stage of the pipeline is idle in cycle 5 -if the latency of the load instruction were only one cycle, the code sequence would complete one cycle earlier.
Much has been done to reduce the performance impact of load latencies. The approaches can be broadly bisected into two camps: techniques which assist programs in tolerating lc,ad latencies. and techniques which reduce load latencies. Tolerating load Iatencies involves moving independent instructions into unused pipeline delay slots. This reallocation of processor resources can be done either at compile-time, via instruction scheduling, or at run-time with some form of dynamic processor scheduling, such as decoupled, dataflow, or multi-threaded.
For a given data memory hierarchy, a good approach to reducing load Iatencies is through better register allocation. Once placed into a register, load instructions are no long required to access data.
There are, however, limits to the extent to which existing approaches can reduce the impact of load latencies. Tolerating techniques require independent work, which is finite and usually quite small in the basic blocks of control intensive codes, e.g., many integer codes [AS92] . The current trend to increase processor issue widths further amplifies load Iatencies because exploitation of instruction level parallelism decreases the amount of work between load instructions. In addition, tolerating these latencies becomes more difficult since more independent instructions are required to fill pipeline delay slots. Global scheduling techniques [Fis81, MLC+92, ME92] have been developed as a way to mitigate this effect. Latency reduction in the form of register allocation is limited by the size and addressabilit y of register files, forcing many program variables mto memory.
Our approach, called fast address calculation, works to reduce load instruction latency by allowing effective address calculation to proceed in parallel with cache access, thereby eliminating the extra cycle required for address generation. The technique uses a simple circuit to quickly predict the portion of the effective address needed to speculatively access the data cache. If the address is predicted correctly, the cache access completes without an extra cycle for address 
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-----------. calculation. If the address is mispredicted, the cache is accessed again using the correct effective address. The predictor is designed to minimize its impact on cache access time, adding only a single OR operation before cache access can commence.
Verification of the predicted effective address is completely decoupled from the cache access critical path. Our approach benefits from software support: a compiler and linker conscious of our fast address calculation mechanism is shown to significantly reduce the number of mispredicted addresses.
To gauge the performance potential of fast address calculation, we compared the IPC of 19 benchmarks executing with varied load latencies. The experiments were performed on an aggressive 4-way in-order issue superscalar processor simulator with a 16k directmapped non-blocking data cache, with 32 byte blocks, and a 6 cycle miss delay. The programs were compiled with GNU GCC for an extended MIPS target. GCC employs local instruction scheduling and aggressive priority-based register allocation, thus these numbers are representative of an environment where the compiler works to tolerate and eliminate load latencies. (Refer to Section 5 for a detailed description of our experimental framework.) The results of our experiments are shown in Figure 2 . Baseline shows program performance with 2-cycle loads and a 6 cycle cache miss, l-Cycle Loads reduces the cache hit latency to 1 cycle but retains the 6 cycle cache miss penalty, Perfect Cadre represents a 2 cycle load latency and a O cycle cache miss penalty, and 1 Cycle +Perfecf represents the case where all load instructions complete in 1 cycle. In addition, the graph shows the average IPC, weighted by program run-time (in cycles), for the integer codes (the left group) and the floating point codes.
The extra cycle used for effective address calculation (as seen by comparing l-Cycle Loads to Baseline) has a sizable impact on the performance of all of the programs tested. Generally, the integer codes saw more improvement from I cycle loads than the floating point codes. This result is to be expected considering the better cache performance and shorter average functional onit latencies of the integer codes. Moreover, the relative performance impact of I cycle loads is greater than executing with 2 cycle loads and a perfect cache for more than half of the programs.
Clearly, the extra cycle used for effective address calculation is a performance bottleneck, in many cases a larger one than that of cache misses. In the remainder of this paper, we develop our fast address calculation approach and examine its impact on program performance. [n Section 2, we present analyses of program reference behavior, the primary motivating factor behind the design of our fast address generation mechanism.
Section 3 describes our approach to predicting effective addresses and the pipeline modifications required. Section 4 describes ways in which software can increase the prediction accuracy of the fast address generation mechanism. Results of analyses of 19 benchmarks are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 describes related work and Section 7 presents a summary and conclusions.
2
Program Reference Behavior
The case for our fast address generation approach can be made by examining the reference behavior of programs. We profiled the load instructions of several benchmarks compiled for an extended MIPS architecture.
(The benchmarks and architecture are detailed in Section 5.) We made a number of key observations which are detailed below. Global pointer addressing is used to access small global (static) variables. The MIPS approach to global pointer addressing uses a reserved immutable register, called the global poinfer, plus a constant offset to access variables in the global region of the program's data segment [CCH+87] .
The linker constructs the global region such that all variables referenced by name are grouped together near the target address of the global pointer. As shown in Table 1 , global pointer addressing is prevalent in some programs, but not all. The frequency of this mode is highly dependent on the program structure and style.
Stack pointer addressing is used to access elements of a function's stack frame. The stack pointer register holds an address to the base of the stack frame of the currently executing function. Accesses to frame elements are made using the stack pointer register plus a constant offset (positive, by convention, on the MIPS architecture). As is the case with global pointer addressing, stack pointer addressing is also a prevalent, but not an entirely dominating form of addressing.
The third mode of addressing, general pointer addressing, encompasses all other accesses. These accesses are the result of pointer and array dereferencing occurring during program execution. Quantitatively, all the benchmarks make heavy use of general pointer addressing with more than half of them using it for more than 80% of loads.
Offset Distribution
A RISC-style load has two inputs: base and offset. The base is added to the offset during effective address computation.
In our extended MIPS architecture, the base is supplied by a register and the offset may be supplied by either a signed 16- 08 . Oftset size in bits The offsets applied to the global pointer are typically quite lar~e, being that they are partial addresses. As one would expect, there is a strong correlation between the size of the offsets required and the aggregate size of the global data addressed by the program. Stack pointer offsets tend to be large as well due to the large size of stack frames. While a stack frame may have only a few local variables, there are overheads not apparent to high-level language programmers which can greatly increase its size. These overheads include register save areas. dynamic stack allocations, return address storage, among others. For general pointer accesses, most load offsets are small. In fact, for a number of programs we analyzed, e.g., A/vinn and Espresso, zero was the most common offset used. Zero offsets are primarily the product of array subscript operations where strength reduction [ASU86] of the subscript expression succeeded, pointer dereferences to basic types (e.g., integers), and pointer dereferences to the first element of a structured (record) variable.
Non-zero offsets arise from primarily three sources: structure offsets, some array accesses, and array index constants. Structure offsets are small constants applied to pointers when accessing fields of a structured variable. Array base addresses are combined with index values to implement array accesses, e.g., a [ i 1. Our compiler, based on GNU CCC, only generates this form of addressing when strength reduction of the subscript expression is not possible or fails. (When strength reduction is successful, a zero offset suffices.) Index constants are generated when part of an array subscript expression is constant, e.g., array [ I + I 01. In addition, the compiler creates many index constants when unrolling loops. Index constants are usually small, although when in the higher dimension of a multidimensional array, they can become large.
For a few of the floating point programs, most notable Spice and Tomcarv, there were a significant number of large offsets. This result indicates strength reduction of array accesses was generally ineffective.
Consequently, the compiler had to rely on the brute force approach of adding the index variable to the base address of the array for every array access made, creating many large (index regi Ster) offsets.
Negative offsets are usually small immediate constants, generated by negative array subscript constants. They occur infrequently for both the integer and floating point intensive programs, e.g. for GCC they account for 5.7% of the general pointer loads and about 3.2% of all loads.
To summarize these observations, it is clear that any mechanism designed to speed up address calculation must: 1) perform well on all reference types, 2) perform well on small offsets, and 3) perform well on large offsets applied to the stack and global pointers. Secondary goals to good performance include support for predicting large index register offsets and support for small negative offsets. In the following section, we present our fast address calculation mechanism, designed to satisfy these criteria while minimizing cost and impact to processor designs.
Fast Address Calculation
The fast address calculation mechanism predicts effective addresses earl y in the pipeline, thereby allowing loads to complete earlier.
To accomplish this task, we exploit an organizational property of on-chip data caches.
To minimize access time, on-chip caches are organized as wide two-dimensional arrays of memory cells (as shown in Figure 4 ). Each row of the cache array typically contains one or more data blocks [WRP92, WJ94] .
To access a word in the cache, the set index portion of the effective address is used to read an entire cache row from the data array and a tag value from the tag array. Late in the cycle, a mttltiplexor circuit uses the block offset part of the effective address to select the referenced word from the cache row. At approximately the same time, the tag portion of the effective address is compared to the tag value from the tag array to determine if the access hit in the cache. Hence, on-chip cache organizations require the set index portion of the effective address early in the clock cycle and the block offset and tag portion late -after the cache row and tag have been read. Our prediction mechanism leverages off this property of on-chip caches, allowing part of the address calculation to proceed in parallel with cache access. Figure 4 shows a straightforward implementation our effective address prediction mechanism for an on-chip direct-mapped cache, targeting ease of understanding rather than optimal speed or integration. The set index portion of the effective address is supplied very early in the cache access cycle by OR' ing the set index portion of the base and offset. We call this limited form of addition carry-free addition as this operation ignores any carries that may have been generated in or propagated into the set index portion of the address calculation. 1 Because many offsets are small, the set index portion of the offset will often be zero, allowing this fast computation to succeed. For larger offsets, like those applied to the global or stack pointer, we can use software support to align pointer values, thereby increasing the likelihood that the set index portion of the base register value is zero.
In parallel with access of the cache data and tag arrays, full adders are used to compute the block offset and tag portion of the effective address. Later in the cache access cycle. the block offset IS used by the multiplexer to select the correct word from the cache row, and the tag portion of the effective address is compared to the tag value read from the tag array.
Special care is taken to accommodate small negative offsets. The set index portion of negative offsets must be inverted. otherwise address prediction will fail.
In addition, the prediction will fail if a borrow is generated into the set index portion of the effective address computation. In our design, we' ve assumed that offsets from the register file arrive too late for set index inversion, thus address predictions for these loads and stores fail if the offset is negative. This conservative design decision has little impact on our results since negative index register offsets are extremely infrequent.
To complete the hardware design, we augment the cache hit/miss detection logic with a circuit that verifies the predicted address. Using the result of this circuit, the cache controller and the instruction dispatch mechanism can determine if the access needs to be reexecuted in the following cycle using the non-speculative effective address (computed in parallel with the speculative cache access). A misprediction is detected by looking for carries, either propagated into or generated in the set index part of the effective address computation.
Four failure condition exist: I) a carry (or borrow) is propagated out of the block offset portion of the effective address (signal Ove@ow in Figure 4 ),2) a carry is generated in the set index portion of the effective address (signal GenCarry),
3) a constant offset is negative and too large (in absolute value) to result in an effective address within the same cache block as the base register address (signal Lm-geNegComt), or 4) an offset from the register file is negative (signal IndexReg<31>).
Figure 5 illustrates our approach to fast effective address generation. Example (a) shows a pointer dereference. Since the offset is zero, no carry is generated during address calculation and the predicted address is correct. Example (b) shows an access to a global variable though the global pointer. In this example, the global pointer is aligned to a large power of two, so carry-free addition is sufficient to generate the correct address. In example(c), carry-free addition is sufficient to predict the portion of the address above the block offset, but full addition is required to compute the block offset. Since a carry in not generated out of the block offset portion of the effective address computation, the prediction succeeds. Finally, example (d) shows a stack frame access with a larger offset. In this case, the predicted address is incorrect because a carry is propagated out of the block offset and generated in the set index portion of the effective address computation.
1Technically, a carry-free addition requires an XOR funchon, but use of a simpler inclusive OR suffices here because the functions only differ when address prediction fails. 
Design Considerations
We've designed our prediction mechanism to minimize impact on the cache access critical path. Thetwotypical cache access critical paths are denoted with bold dashed lines in Figure4. While amuch more detailed design would be required to demonstrate the exact impact our prediction mechanism has on the cache access critical path, we will point out a few design features of this circuit that indicate it should have minimal impact on cycle time. Three paths throughout prediction circuit could affect thecache access cycle time. The first is through the tag adder. The tag portion of the effective address computation must arrive atthetag comparator before the tag array output becomes stable. For small addresses and large cache set sizes, this computation will likely complete before tag comparison. For large addresses and small cache set sizes, this computation may not complete in time. For these designs, the logical OR operation used to compute the set index could also be used to compute the tag portion of the address. We have run all our experiments with and without full addition capability in the tag portion of the effective address computation and found this capability to be of limited value. This result is to be expected considering the relatively small size of load offsets compared to cache set sizes, and the large alignments required on either the base or offset for carry-free addition to succeed on the set index portion of the address computation but fail on the tag portion.
The second path that could affect cycle time runs through the block offset adder. This result must arrive atthedata array multiplexorbefore thedata array produces stable output. Formost cache designs, a4-or5-bit adder should suffice forthis f~omputation. The complexity of the block offset adder is small, on the order of the cache row decoders, hence, this part of our design will likely not impact the cache access critical path,
The third path that could affect cache access cycle time is through the prediction verification circuit.
Since this circuit incompletely decoupled from the normal cache access, it cannot affect the cache access cycle time as long as validation of the predicted effective address completes before theendofthe clock cycle. This prediction verification signal, however, could affect processor cycle time if it is not available early enough to allow the processor control logic to schedule operations for the following cycle (a function of the success and failure of memory accesses inthe current cycle). Since the verification circuit is very simple, we do not expect it to impact the processor cycle time.
The OR operation used togenerate theupper portion of theeffective address is, however, direct] y on the critical paths denoted in Figure4. Theimpact ofthisoperation mayor maynot impact processor cycle time, depending on the specifics of the pipeline design. In some designs, itmaybe possible tointegrate the OR operation into the address decoder logic or the execute stage input latches, possibly reducing cycle time impact to zero.
Our fast address generation mechanism assumes that data cache access can start as soon astheset index part of the effective address is available. Ifthisis notthecase, e.g., thecache is indexed witha translated physical address, our approach wi 11not work.
Another important consideration isthehandling of stores. The question of whether or not to speculate stores really depends on specifics of the memory system. If stalling astorecan cause a load to stall, e.g., the processor executes all memory accesses in order, performance may be improved by speculatively executing stores. For designs that speculatively execute stores, care must be taken to ensure that a misspeculated store can be undone. For designs employing a store buffer [Jou93], this may not pose a problem, as theapproach uses atwo-cycle store sequence. Inthefirst cycle the tags areprobed toseeif theaccess hits in the cache, in the second (possibly much later cycle) thestore ismadeto thecache. Since our fast address calculation mechanism determines the correctness of the address after one cycle, the store buffer entry can simply be reclaimed or invalidated if the effective address is incorrect.
Possibly more important to consider, however, is the effect of increased bandwidth demand due to misspeculated accesses on store buffer performance. With speculative cache accesses stealing away free cache cycles, the processor may end up stalling more often on the store buffer, possibly resulting in overall worse performance.
We examine one detailed design that addresses a number of these issues in Section 5.
4
Increasing Prediction Performance with
Software Support
Software support can increase the prediction accuracy of our fast address generation mechanism by reducing the need for full-strength addition in the set index portion of the effective address calculation. We accomplish this task by decreasing the size of offset constants and increasing the alignment of base pointers. Note, however, software support is only used as a mechanism to improve the performance of our approach, it is not required. As we show in Section 5, our fast address calculation mechanism is remarkably resilient, providing good speedups even without software support.
Compiler support was added to GNU GCC (version 2.6.0), linker SuPPOrt was added to GNU GLD (version 2.3). The modifications made for each type of addressing is slightly different, ensuring a high prediction rate for each.
Global Pointer Accesses
Since the linker controls the value of the global pointer and offsets applied to it, it is trivial to ensure all global pointer accesses are correct] y predicted. The Ii nker limits all offsets off the global pointer to be positive and relocates the global region to an address starting at a power-of-two boundary larger than the largest offset applied. As a result, carry-free addition suffices for any global pointer access.
Stack Pointer Accesses
As is the case with global pointer addressing, the compiler completely controls the value of the stack pointer and the organization of stack frames. By aligning the stack pointer and organizing the stack frame so as to minimize the size of offset constants, it is possible to ensure that all stack pointer accesses are correctly predicted.
The compiler maintains alignment of the stack-pointer by restricting all frame sizes to be a multiple of a program-wide stack pointer alignment.
At function invocations, the adjusted frame size is subtracted from the current stack pointer.
Since the stack pointer is initially aligned in the startup code to the program-wide alignment, the alignment is maintained throughout the entire execution.
Nearly all stack pointer addressing is performed on scalar variables. By sorting the elements of the stack frame such that the scalars are located closest to the stack pointer, the compiler can minimize the size of offsets constants applied to the stack pointer.
Using this approach. carry-free addition suffices for address computations in which the offset is smaller than the alignment of the stack pointer. Some programs, most notably the FORTRAN codes, have a large variance in frame sizes, and thus benefit little from a program-wide stack pointer alignment. For stack frames larger than the program-wide stack pointer alignment, the compiler employs an alternative approach: the stack pointer is explicitly aligned to a larger alignment by AND'ing the stack pointer with the adjusted power-of-two frame size times a negative one. Since this approach creates variable size stack frames, a frame pointer is required for access to incoming arguments not in registers. In addition, the previous stack pointer value must be saved at function revocation and restored when the function returns.
The impact of this approach is increased stack memory usageframe size overhead can grow as much as 50%. If a program uses more memory, cache and virtual memory performance could suffer. We provide the programmer a compiler option to limit the size of alignments enforced on the stack pointer, thereby prowdi ng a means to control memory overhead.
General Pointer Accesses For general pointer accesses, offsets are typically small and positive, the result of index constants and structure offsets. The compiler increases the likelihood of a carry not being generated out of the block offset portion of the effective address by aligning variable allocations to a multiple of the cache block size.
Global and local variable alignments are increased to the next power-of-two larger than the size of the variable, bounded by the block size of the target cache. Dynamic storage alignments are increased in the same manner by the dynamic storage allocator, e.g., mal 10C ( ) Since many languages, e.g., C, employ type-less dynamic storage allocation, the allocator lacks the type information required to minimize alignment overheads. As a result, all dynamic allocations are aligned to the maximum allowed alignment, typically the block size of the target cache. AI 1 oca ( ) allocations (used heavi ly by the benchmarks GCC and Gr-ep) employ a simi Iar approach for dynamic storage allocation within stack frames.
To ensure proper alignments of interior objects, e.g., array elements, the compiler rounds up the size of structured types to the next larger power of two, bounded by the block size of the target cache. Since basic types, e.g., integers and floats, are already a power of two in size, overheads are only incurred for arrays of structured variables. The compiler does not, however, enforce stricter al ignmen[s on structure fields, as this would serve to spread out elements of a structure. Our experiments indicated that having dense structures is a consistently bigger win than enforcing stricter alignments within structured variables.
As is the case with larger stack frame alignments, these techniques can increase memory usage by as much as 50%. Hence, a compiler option was provided to limit the alignments placed on variable addresses and sizes.
In addition to the changes described above, we also made modifications to GCC'S existing optimization routines to improve the performance of optimized code. Specifically, we modified common subexpression elimination (CSE) to give preference to aligned pointer subexpressions.
Small modification were also made to the strength-reduction phase of loop optimization. We modified the address cost functions so as to make reg, ster+reg, ster addressing seem very expensive. This modification makes CCC work harder to strength-reduce loop induction variables, resulting in more zero offset loads and stores within loops.
Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated the effectiveness of our approach by examining its abi lit y to predict the effective addresses generated by 19 non-trivial programs.
To examine the efficacy of software support, we performed the experiments on programs compiled with and without fast address calculation specific optimization.
In addition, we investigated the impact of fast address calculation in the context of a realistic processor model by examining each program's performance running on a detailed superscalar timing simulator extended to support fast address calculation.
Experimental Framework
All experiments were performed with programs compiled for an extended MIPS architecture. The architecture is functionally identical to the MIPS-I ISA [KH92], except for the following differences: q extended addressing modes: regl st er+regls t er and postincrement and decrement are included q no architected delay slots The addition of regi st er+regi st er addressing allowed us to more fairly evaluate the benefits of fast address calculation. We found that without this mode some programs, e.g., spice2g6, showed dramatic performance improvements -the result of which was not due to the merits of fast address calculation, but rather to the program's need for regist er+regi st er addressing. This addressing mode is not supported in the base MIPS ISA. but can be efficiently synthesized using fast address calculation.z
We removed all architected delay slots to simplify the implementation of a detailed superscalar timing simulator.
All programs were compiled with GNU GCC (version 2.6.0),
GNU GAS (version 2.2), and GNU GLD (version 2.3) with maximum optimization (-03) and loop unrolling enabled (-funroll-loops).
We added fast address calculation specific optimization to GCC; these additions include compiler arguments to control: structure element alignment, structure size alignment, stack frame size alignment, static allocation alignment, and dynamic allocation alignment. In addition, we extended GLD to enforce global pointer alignments. The compiler and linker support required was surpmsingly simple, totaling less than 1000 lines of code. The Fortran codes were first converted to C using AT&T F2C version 1994.09.27; we were careful to configure F2C such that it promoted all local scalar variables from C statics to true local variables (automatics).
When performing fast address calculation specific optimization, we optimized both the library codes as well as the program code. The following fast address calculation specific optimization were applied:
. global pointer alignment: GLD aligned the global pointer to a power-of-two value larger than the largest relocation applied to it. AH global pointer relocations were restricted to be positive. (Normally, the initial value of the global pointer is dependent on the size of the data segment and is not aligned.) internal structure offsets were not changed, however, structure sizes were increased to the next power-of-two larger than or equal to the normal structure size, with the overhead not exceeding 16 bytes.
Analyzed Programs
In selecting benchmarks, we tried to maintain a good mix between integer and floating point codes. Table 2 details the programs we analyzed and their inputs. Fifteen of the analyzed benchmarks are from the SPEC92 benchmark suite [SPE91 ] . In addition, we analyzed four other integer codes: Elvis, a VI-compatible text editor performing textual replacements in batch mode, Perl, a popular scripting language running its test suite, Grep performing regular expression matches in a large text file, and YACR-2, a VLSI channel router routing a channel with 230 terminals.
Prediction Performance
The left side of Table 3 shows the baseline statistics for our benchmark programs without software support. Shown are the number of instructions, execution time in cycles on our baseline simulator (i.e., a 4-way superscalar without fast address generation supportdescribed in Section 5.5), total loads and stores executed, instruction and data cache miss ratios for 16k byte direct-mapped caches with 32 byte blocks, and total memory size. The right side of Table 3 lists the prediction failure rates for all loads and stores for 16 and 32 byte cache block sizes, i.e., the case where the prediction circuitry is able to perform 4 or 5 bits of full addition in the block offset portion of the effective address computation, respectively. calculation. Some of the programs, however, have very low prediction failure rates, e.g., Elvis and Alvim.
For these programs, the frequency of zero-offset loads is very high, indicating that prediction is working fairly well because effective address computation is not required. Overall the prediction failure rate decreased when the block size increased, since misaligned pointers benefited from more full addition capability in our fast address calculation mechanism.
5.4
Impact of Software Support
Now we turn our attention to the potential of the software -compiler and linker -to improve the prediction accuracy of our fast address calculation mechanism. The detailed program statistics for the benchmarks compiled with fast address calculation specific optimization are shown in Table 4 . The left hand side of the table shows the percent change in instruction count, cycle count (on the baseline simulator without fast address calculation), number of loads and stores, and total memory size with respect to the program without fast address calculation optimization (the results in the left hand side of Table 3 ). For the instruction and data cache ( 16k byte direct-mapped), the table lists the absolute change in the miss ratio.
Generally, fast address calculation specific optimization did not adversely affect program performance on the baseline simulator. The total instruction count as well as the number of loads and stores executed are roughly comparable.
The cycle count differences (without fast address calculation support) were small; the largest difference was 1.76% more cycles for GCC. Cache miss ratios saw little impact for both the instruction and data caches.
We also examined total memory usage, as it is an indirect metric of virtual memory performance.
The largest increases experienced were for Per-l, Espresso, and Xlisp where memory demand increased by as much as 20%. However, the absolute change in memory consumption for these programs was reasonably small, much less than a megabyte for each. In addition, we examined TLB performance running with a 64 entry fully associative randomly replaced data TLB with 4k pages and found the largest absolute difference in the miss ratio to be less than 0,1 '-ZO (for Per-l). Given these two metrics, we do not expect software support to adversely impact the virtual memory performance of these programs.
As the right hand side of Table 4 shows, our software support was extremely successful at decreasing the failure rate of effective address predictions. Comparing the prediction failure rates in Table  4 (labeled "All") to the 32 byte block failure rates of Table 3 , we see that the percentage of loads and stores mispredicted is consistent] y lower, the prediction failure rate decreasing by more than 50% in some cases.
A number of the programs, e.g. Spice and 7"mcam, still possessed notably high address misprediction rates. To better understand their cause, we profiled loads and stores to determine which were failing most. The two dominating factors leading to address prediction failures were: array index failures: Many loads and stores using register +regist er addressing resulted in failed predictions. Our compiler only uses this addressing mode for array accesses, and then on] y when strength-reduction fai 1sor is not possible, e.g., an array access not in a loop. (If strengthreduction is successful, reglster+constant addressing suffices.) As one would expect, array index values are typically larger than the 32 byte alignment placed on arrays. resulting m high prediction failure rates. Table 4 shows (under "No R+R') the prediction failure rate for all loads and stores except those using reglster+regl st er mode addressing. For many programs, array index operations are clear] y a major source of mi spredicted addresses.
domain-sDecific storage allocators: a number of uromams. most not~bly GCC', u~ed their own storage allocation 'mechã nisms, this led to many pointers with poor alignment and increased prediction failure rates.
These factors, however, are not without recourse. We are currently investigating a number approaches aimed at limiting their effect. A strategy for placement of large alignments should eliminate many A successful effective address prediction may or may not improve program performance, depending on whether or not the access is on the program's critical path. For example, if a correct prediction creates a result a cycle earlier but the result is not used until many cycles later, program performance will be unaffected. A true measure of performance impact requires a much more detailed anal ysis. One possible measure is effective load latency, however, this metric still does not reflect the processor's ability to tolerate (part of) memory latency. To gauge the performance of our fast address calculation approach in the context of a realistic processor model, we analyzed the performance of the benchmarks running on a detailed superscalar timing simulator extended to support fast address calculation.
Our baseline simulator (used to generate the cycle counts shown in Table 3 and 4) is detailed in Table 5 . The simulator executes all user-level instructions; it implements a detailed timing model of a 4-way in-order issue superscalar microprocessor and the first level of instruction and data cache memory. The pipeline model we implemented is a traditional 5 stage model, i.e., all ALU operations begin execution in the third stage of the pipeline (EX) and nonspeculative loads and stores execute in the fourth stage (MEM), resulting in a non-speculative load latency of 2 cycles. The data cache modeled is a dual ported 16k direct-mapped non-blocking cache. Data cache bandwidth is not unlimited, it can only service up to two loads or one store each cycle, either speculative or otherwise. Stores are serviced in two cycles using a 16 entry non-merging store buffer.
The store buffer retires stored data to the data cache during Table 5 : Baseline Simulation Model store buffer is full, the entire pipeline is stalled and oldest entry in the store buffer is retired to the data cache.
A number of modifications were made to the si mtdator to support fast address calculation. Stores are allowed to execute speculatwely, in fact, we want them to as our processor model requires that all loads and stores execute in order. Delaying a store to the MEM stage of the pipeline could have the effect of delaying a later load. When a store is executed, d is entered into a store buffer queue. ,,11, ,,11, ,,11, ,,11, 1.3 ,,11,
; 11: ,,11, ,,11, ,,11, ,,11, ,,11, ,,! If the store address is mispredicted, the store is re-executed in the following cycle and its address in the store buffer is updated.
When a memory access is mispredicted in the EX stage of the modified pipeline, the access must re-execute in the MEM stage. In this event, we continue to issue instructions into the pipeline; however, loads and stores issued in the following cycle stall their data cache access until the MEM stage. Thus, even if the load or store would have been correctly speculated, there is no benefit. The only exception to this rule is that a load may speculatively execute immediately after a misspeculated load. The advantage of this issue strategy is that work continues to progress into the pipeline whenever possible. In addition, program performance will not degrade over the baseline model if address prediction fails often (assuming sufficient data cache bandwidth). Also shown are the average speedups for the integer and floating point codes, weighted by the run-time (in cycles) of the program. All speedups are computed with respect to the execution time (in cycles) of the baseline program (no fast address calculation specific optimization) running on the baseline simulator.
On the average, fast address calculation without software support improves the performance of integer programs by 14~o, largely independent of block size or regi st er+register mode speculation. The floating point programs show a smaller speedup of 6%. This is a very positive result -even without software support, one could expect program performance to consistently improve, and by a sizable margin for integer codes.
The combination of software and hardware manages to give somewhat better performance improvements.
We found an average speedup of 19% for all integer programs, with no individual program speedup less than 6%. For the floating point programs, speedups were smaller in magnitude with an average of 7.5Y0. The compiler optimization have a positive effect on mos~programs, and tend to assist more where the hardware-only approach is ineffective, (e.g., Compress).
The consistent speedup across all programs is a very important property of fast address calculation for it allows the designer a tradeoff between a longer cycle time and increased performance for integer programs. For example, if fast address calculation increases the cycle time by 5%, the average floating point performance will still improve slightly while the average integer performance wi II improve by a sizable 13.5%.
We performed all simulations with 16 and 32 byte cache blocks, i.e. where the prediction circuitry is able to perform 4 or 5 bits of full addition in parallel with cache access, respectively. The impact of increasing the block size was positive but small in magnitude for most programs, resulting in an overall difference of less than 370 for all experiments.
In all cases, the improvement in the average performance was less than 1%. mode loads and stores, their speculation appears to have little overall benefit, especially in light of i ncreased demand on cache bandwidth. Table 6 shows the increase in the number of accesses to the data cache (in percent of total accesses). These numbers reflect memory accesses that were mispredicted and actually made during execution; in other words, these results are the overhead in cache accesses due to speculation.
Without compiler support, a large fraction of the speculative memory accesses are incorrect (as shown in Table 3 ), requiring more cache bandwidth, as much as 4570 for Spice. The compiler optimizations cut down this extra bandwidth significantly. For most programs the increase in the required cache bandwidth is less than 10%. and the maximum increase in bandwidth is less than 34%; without reg, st er+regist er mode speculation the bandwidth increases are at most 11Yo.
Despite the increase in cache accesses due to speculation, the impact of store buffer stalls was surprisingly small, typically less than a 1% degradation in the speedups attained with unlimited cache store bandwidth.
(The results m Figure 6 include the performance impact of store buffer stalls.) A fitting conclusion to our evahration is a comparison between the performance of our implementation and the performance potentials explored in Figure 2 . Realized performance with respect to the potential performance of 1 cycle loads is quite good. With software support, most programs realized at least half of the performmrce potential, with more than half of the programs exceeding 80%. Comparing the speedup of the integer programs (19% with hardware and software support) to the speedup with a perfect cache (only 8%) reveals a perhaps more striking result -fast address calculation consi stend y outperforms a perfect cache with 2 cycle loads. Golden and Mudge [GM93] explored the use of a load target buffer (LTB) as a means of reducing load Iatencies. An LTB, loosely based on a branch target buffer, uses the address of a load instruction to predict the effective address early in the pipeIine. They conclude the cost of the LTB is only justified when the latency to the first level data cache is at least 5 cycles. Our approach has two distinct advantages over the LTB. First, our approach is much cheaper to implement, requiring only a small adder circuit and a few gates for control logic. Second, our approach is more accurate at predicting effective addresses because we predict using the operands of the effective address calculation, rather than the address of the load. In addition, we employ compile-time optimization to further improve
performance. An earlier paper by Steven [Ste88] goes as far as proposing a 4-stage pipeline that eliminates the address generation stage and executes both memory accesses and ALU instructions in the same stage. Steven proposes the use of an OR function for all effective address computation.
Steven's approach was only intended as a method for speeding up stack accesses, all other accesses require additional instructions to explicitly compute effective addresses. The performance of this pipeline organization was not evaluated.
Jouppi [Jou89] considers a notably different pipeline organization that has a separate address generation pipeline stage, and pushes the execution of ALU instructions to the same stage as cache access. This pipeline organization removes the load-use hazard that occurs in the traditional 5-stage pipeline, but instead intrc,duces an addressuse hazard and increases the mispredicted branch penalty by one cycle. The address-use hazard stalls the pipeline for one cycle if the computation of the base register value is immediately followed by a dependent load or store. The R8000 (TFP) processor [Hsu94] adopts this pipeline in an attempt to assist the instruction scheduler in tolerating load delay latencies. Hsu argues that the nature of floating point code (the target workload of the R8000) provides more parallelism between address calculation and loads than between loads and the use of their results. In a recent paper, Golden and Mudge [GM94] compare this pipeline organization (which they name "AG1") with the traditional 5-stage pipeline (which they name "LUI") to determine which is more capable of tolerating load latency. They found that for a single issue processor with short load Iatencies and dynamic branch prediction, an AGI pipeline performs slightly better than a LUI pipeline, as long as the branch prediction accuracy is more than 80%. In spite of this observation, both pipelines still suffer from many untolerated load 'Iatencies.
AMD's K5 processor [S1a94] overlaps a portion of effective address computation with cache access. The lower 11 bits of the effective address is computed in the cycle prior to cache access. The entire 32 bit effective address is not ready until late into the cache access cycle, just in time for the address tag check.
The idea of exploiting the two-dimensional structure of memory is being used in several other contexts, such as paged mode DRAM access [HP90] .
A strong parallel to this work can be found in [KT91 ]. Katevenis and Tzartzanis propose a technique for reducing pipeline branch penalties by rearranging instructions so that both possible targets of a conditional branch are stored in a single 1-cache line. The high bandwidth of the I-cache is used to fetch both targets of a branch instruction. The branch condition ]s evaluated while the l-cache is accessed and the condition outcome is used to late-select the correct target instruction.
7
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we presented the design and evaluation of fast address calculation, a novel approach to reducing the }atency of load instructions. The approach works by predicting early in the pipeline the effective address of a memory access and using this predicted address to speculative] y access the data cache. If the prediction 1s correct. the cache access is overlapped with non-speculative effective address calculation.
Otherwise, the cache is accessed again in the following cycle, this time using the correct effective address.
The predictor's impact on the cache access critical path is minimal. The prediction cmcuitry adds only a single OR operation before cache access can commence.
In addition, verification of the predicted effective address is completely decoupled from the cache access critical path.
Our evaluation shows that without software support, the prediction accuracy of the basic hardware mechanism varies widely. For the 19 programs examined, prediction success rates ranged from 13 to 98%. However, detailed timing simulations of the programs executing on a superscalar microprocessor resulted in consistent program speedups -an average speedup of 14'%0for the integer codes and 6% for the floating point codes.
With the addition of simple compiler and linker support, prediction accuracy increased significantly, with success rates ranging from 62 to 99%. Simulated performance with software support increased as well, resulting in average speedup of 19% for the integer codes and 7.5% for the floating point codes. We also measured the increase in cache bandwidth due to access speculation and found it was generally very low for our design. Wkh software support, speculation required at most 34% more accesses. By preventing reglst er+regi st er addressing mode speculation, cache bandwidth requirements drop to at most 11'ZOmore accesses, with little impact on overall performance.
We feel the consistent performance advantage of fast address calculation coupled with the low cost of its use, in terms of hardware support, software support, and cache bandwidth demand, makes this approach an attractive choice for future processor designs.
